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Korea’s mobile
gaming landscape



Casual gaming app landscape in South Korea 
South Korea is renowned for its large mobile gaming industry, which has been 
continuously growing every year. It is predicted that by 2022, mobile game revenue in 

the country will reach 11 T South Korean won.

South Korea also ranks as the 4th for highest mobile game revenue globally.

Via Newzoo and Apptopia
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/827705/south-korea-mobile-gaming-market-sales-revenue/
http://http
https://newzoo.com/insights/trend-reports/newzoo-global-mobile-market-report-2021-free-version/?utm_campaign=Newzoo%20%26%20Apptopia%20Partnership&utm_content=180856662&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-2568079


Via Facebook Gaming
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The most popular genre of mobile games in South Korea is casual. 

Casual apps are mobile games that do not need a considerable amount of effort 
to play and win, which makes it an easily enjoyable experience for players. App 
categories that can be considered as casual games are puzzle, simulation, 
adventure, and shooter.

https://www.facebook.com/fbgaminghome/marketers/gaming-marketing-insights-2021
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Since the onset of the pandemic in 
2020, mobile gaming has boomed 
and attracted new users. According to 
research by Facebook Gaming, South 
Korea has experienced a 

34% increase in mobile 
gamers. 

The demographic of new gamers in 
South Korea is older compared to the 
new gamers in other regions, and they 
prefer casual mobile games. These 
new gamers also spend more money 
on in-app purchases compared to 
existing players prior to the pandemic.

https://www.facebook.com/fbgaminghome/marketers/gaming-marketing-insights-2021


1H 2020 CPI Growth for Casual 
Apps in South Korea
      
According to Aarki data, March and April 
2020 saw an increase in Android and iOS 
spending as more users in Korea turned 
to casual gaming apps for entertainment 
during strict  lockdown. For both Android 
and iOS, April 2020 saw the  biggest lift 
in ad spend compared to the start of the 
year, with an 

increase of 101.88% and 
36.15%, respectively. 

It was in these months that ROI saw a 
major boost while delivering low CPI. 
iOS experienced the biggest lift in ROI in 

April (from January), which was 100%. 

March had the highest peak for Android, 

which had an increase of 35.67%. Both 
platforms delivered the lowest CPI’s in 
March, with 

iOS having a decrease of 
-90.21%, and

Android having a 
decrease of -15.14%. 
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1H 2021 ROI Growth for Casual Apps 
in South Korea

From January to April 2021, installs for 
casual apps in South Korea increased 
for Android during April 2021, as app 
marketers shifted most of their budget 
away from iOS and towards Android due 
to the uncertainties brought about by 
the ATT framework. This led to Android 
having its lowest CPI  ever, a drop of 
64.85% from January 2021.

Reactivation campaigns run on Android 
were successful in the first half of 2021 
and had an 

increase in CR of 67.30% 
from January to June. 

Another key reason why Android has 
better performance than iOS is because 
South Korea predominantly has Android 
users. In Q2 2021, Samsung had a market 
share of 73% in the region, so if you want 
to scale your casual game app in South 
Korea, 

you should allocate 
most of your budget to 
Android. 
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http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20210810000800
http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20210810000800


According to Apptopia, 

Android saw 9.6 M 
downloads 

for casual apps in South Korea for 

September 2021, with a $2.5 M 
revenue. It is the 7th most popular app 
category on the platform. Casual gaming 
is not that popular among iOS users, but 

it still had 2.1 M downloads with 

$1.9 M revenue.

This is a golden opportunity for 
advertisers to scale casual gaming apps 
in South Korea, as the new gamers 
have more spending power and 
have embraced preference to the 
gaming genre. Casual gaming is 
continuing its rise up the charts and is 
predicted to do hold this position for a 
while. 

Read more to learn actionable insights 
into how to do just that.
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Areas to Focus on for a 
Successful Programmatic 
Campaign for Casual Apps
in South Korea



Campaign Management

A pillar of programmatic campaign is campaign management. When properly 
executed, the process of campaign creation is streamlined, which makes the 
execution easier.

Bid Strategy 

► It’s important to partner with a DSP who has access to global infrastructure 
and integrations with the leading global ad exchanges, as well as local 
exchanges, to be able to scale effectively. Aarki is integrated with CAULY, 
Korea’s leading mobile ad exchange. This integration allows us  access to 
Korean local inventory, which helps us elevate our campaigns and exceed our 
clients’ KPI goals.
► Aarki has a total of five data centers across the globe and is integrated 
with all major ad exchanges, which allows us to reach millions of QPS (queries 
or auctions per second).
► Your DSP partner should have multiple internet service providers 
(ISPs) and low latency networking.
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https://www.cauly.net/index.html#/


Data Sharing

► Campaign success requires data, so  it is crucial to share as much data 
as you can.
► Being successful in other territories does not guarantee that you will be 
successful in South Korea, so first-party data is important for both you and 
your media partner to gain a deeper understanding on how to optimize 
your campaign and how to properly allocate your budget.
► Analyze first-party data, such as attributed and non-attributed installs and 
events, to be able to build and feed machine learning models.

Client Servicing

► The client services (CS) needs a deep understanding of the client’s 
business needs to be able to effectively collaborate and communicate the 
client’s goals. 
► Aarki has a team based in South Korea which allows us to have seamless 
communication with our Korean and overseas clients and partners.
► Transparency is vital for client-partner relationships as it enables effective 
communication and reporting.
► Aarki’s unique approach to client servicing is that our CS team’s 
involvement makes them an extension of our partners’ UA team.
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Creative Optimization

Another crucial factor to a successful casual gaming campaign in South 
Korea is creative optimization, as your ad creative is what catches the eyes 
of users. 

As casual games already have fun and exciting themes, be sure to apply the 
same aesthetic to your ad creatives. Try out these creative strategies to level 
up your next campaign!

Winning creative strategies for casual games in South Korea

► Use text-focused and flashy animations paired with eye-catching 
layouts 
► Highlight the most popular characters, models, or mascots of the 
game
► Feature testimonials to show the app’s credibility and achievements
► Show a walk-through of the dynamic gameplay by showcasing its 
functions and important features 
► Use visual effects on animation to make the ad creative more eye-
catching
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Segmentation/Creative groups 

► Understanding your audience is crucial to creating enticing ad 
creatives, so your ad creative should be relevant to your targeted audience.
► Create different segments based on your target audience’s different 
behaviors and features.
► Be sure to have different variations of ad creative to each segment to 
test which is the most optimal one.  

Localization

► Localization goes beyond translating your ad copy to Korean. 
► You should reflect ad creatives that relate to Korean culture, history,
and preferences of local audiences you are targeting.

► Koreans do not like old-school marketing, such as suggestive or unusual 
ad creatives 

► By localizing your ads, you can resonate with your audience which 
sparks action within your ad.
► Simple and bold typography is one of the defining elements for ad 
creatives in South Korea.
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Seasonality 

► It is important for brands to have relevant and timely ads. 
► Seasonal trends are key to capturing the attention of users, as it 
encourages them to engage with your message. 
► It also leaves a good impression on your audience if you celebrate holidays 
or festivals such as Seollal, Chuseok, Christmas, etc. 

Aarki Studio

Utilizing an advanced creative studio ensures high production quality for your 
ads. At Aarki, we provide 100% creative development through our managed 
proprietary creative platform, Aarki Studio, with no extra charge. 

► Studio is powered with several advanced animation tools and 
interactions. Dynamic creatives and their different variants can be produced 
at high velocity. 
► Packaged with advanced animation tools, interactions, and built-in 
localization, Aarki Studio significantly reduces ad creation time without 
sacrificing quality and creativity.

► Studio also allows us to localize any ad creative to 26 languages, 
including Korean. 
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Creative Trends:  Ad Creative Engagement for Casual Apps Run in
South Korea

To give you deeper insights into which kind of creative elements drive the most clicks, 
we looked at the different CTA, CTA Color, ad copy, creative strategy, color, 
and audio of recent ad creatives for casual apps run in South Korea. 
Try them out for your next mobile programmatic campaign! 
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Interstitial/Display
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VAST/Video
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Machine Learning
 
Machine learning (ML) goes hand-in-hand with your creative optimization 
strategy. With custom models, your campaign’s ad creatives are sure to reach 
your right target audience at the right time. This helps ensure that all your 
key performance indicators (KPIs) will be hit. Take a look at why ML is key to 
successful targeting.

ML allows advertisers to automate optimization and targeting at scale
► ML systems automatically learn and improve from past experiences 
without the need for being explicitly programmed. 

More personalized ads lead to high-value users 
► ML models can be fed historic ad responses and in-app behavioral data, 
which predicts users’ actions and lets you know which ad creative will drive 
post-install engagement.

Ramps up your programmatic media buying
► Through ML, programmatic media buying is made more efficient because 
the automated technology which uses proprietary algorithms allows it to 
analyze large amounts of data, which helps advertisers make decisions on how 
to move forward with a campaign. 
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Through Aarki’s machine learning and creative optimization strategies, we, together 
with RisingWings, were able to run successful user acquisition and retargeting 
campaigns. RisingWings is a well-known game production company based in 
Seoul, focused on creating world-class games that generate massive mobile user 
traffic. Through the results, we have found that banner and video are the top 
performing ad formats for casual gaming apps. Read more on our case studies to 
learn more. 
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RisingWings Exceeds ROI Goals with Aarki’s User Acquisition Campaign  
 
Aarki and RisingWings worked together for a user acquisition for their casual 
gaming app, Mini Golf King. The objective was to deliver an increase in ROI and to 
expand their user base globally. 

Together, the campaign was a success with the combination of Aarki’s custom 
bidding models and dynamic creative optimization. We achieved strong lift 
in installs and conversions by leveraging artificial intelligence (AI) to distribute the 
most optimal variation of ad creative to the right user, ensuring engagement. 

Results

The campaign was run through banner and video ads, but the top performing ad 
format for iOS was banner. Banner saw a 109.35% increase from the ROI goal.
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iOS
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Android

We were also able to get great results for 
Android with the campaign run on video ads. 
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RisingWings Re-Engaged Lapsed Users with Aarki’s Reactivation Campaign 
 
Another fruitful cooperation between Aarki and RisingWings was for a retargeting 
campaign to win back the hearts of lapsed users for their Mini Golf King app. We 
targeted Android users globally.

We analyzed the app’s first-party data to gain insights into their audience, which 
served as the foundation to build custom machine learning models and 
design relevant retargeting ads catered to each user segment. 

Segmenting users into different targeting and creative groups allowed us to deliver 
customized and personalized messaging that was shown to the right audience 
at the right time. 

Results

Campaigns were run in banner, display, native, and video, and the best performing ad 
format was video, which saw a 432.06% increase from their ROI goal. 
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Results
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Tips on What to Look
for in a DSP Partner 



With more and more users turning to their mobile devices to play casual games 
in South Korea, it is crucial for app marketers to know how to choose the right 
demand-side platform to ensure that their programmatic ads are distributed to 
the right users. 

► Partner with a DSP that can provide you reach and scalability. This means 
being connected to not just major ad exchanges, but also local ones in South 
Korea. It is also important that your DSP partner can run all the different ad 
formats to help you reach your targeted users. 
 ► A great DSP works with an algorithmic approach, leveraging machine 
learning models and big data which is trained for down-funnel KPIs that 
optimize for events such as registration, sale, and purchase. 
► Your media partner should have perfected the art of creative development 
and optimization to provide you with the most optimal creative solutions for 
your campaign challenges in South Korea. It is best that they are equipped with 
a creative suite that can produce a multitude of personalized ad creative variants 
at a high velocity.
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► A good DSP should have fully transparent services such as reporting, data 
security or fraud filtering. As an app marketer, you should be able to see all the 
ad placements, reached audiences, and return on ad spend. This information is 
key to optimizing future mobile programmatic campaigns run in South Korea.
► It’s good to consider the support that your DSP partner could give you. As 
their client, it’s crucial that they build a good and genuine relationship with you 
to be able to drive value for your spend while generating high lifetime value 
(LTV) users for your app.
► Choose a DSP partner that is credible. We recommend that you choose one 
that has a great reputation in the market and has experience running successful 
programmatic campaigns in South Korea. 
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About Aarki

Aarki helps brands grow and re-engage their mobile users, using machine learning 
(AI), big data, and engaging creative. We strive to deliver performance at scale 
across different marketing objectives to meet the target return on investment. Our 
data offers deep insights into user intent and usage habits. To drive performance, 
we activate our data assets through proprietary machine learning algorithms and 
engage users in real time with personalized creative. Aarki has been recognized by 
The American Business Awards, Red Herring 100, Internet Advertising Competition, 
Deloitte’s Technology Fast 500, The Drum Advertising Awards US, Horizon Interactive 
Awards, Effective Mobile Marketing Awards, The Wires by Exchange Wire, Artificial 
Intelligence Excellence Awards, CognitionX, and the Stevie Awards for Great 
Employers. 

For more information, please visit our website here.

Follow us on Facebook: @aarkimobileKR

Want to know more about how Aarki can level up your casual apps in South Korea? 
Shoot us a message here.

http://www.aarki.com/ko
https://www.aarki.com/ko/contact-us

